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What is API Testing with Postman
The Test Automation pyramid consists of 3 layers, GUI, API, and Unit tests. Most test automation specialists
focus primarily on the GUI, while developers usually focus on the Unit tests. But who is doing API testing?
In order to develop a thorough test approach, it is important that the API tests are well set up. In this API
Testing with Postman training, we will provide you with the how and why as to the API aspects of such an
approach: the basic concepts of APIs and API-testing are explained, but you will also set up some API Tests
yourself.
The training focusses primarily on RESTful APIs and Postman as the tool to test those.

Who should attend API Testing with Postman
This training is primarily intended for:

Testers
Developers
Dev-Ops Engineers

But anyone who wants to learn about testing RESTful APIs with Postman is welcome, since Postman is an
accessible tool to use.
For this training you need a laptop on which you can install software (installation rights required) and it must
have free access to the internet (no VPN or Proxy). You must bring your own device.

Prerequisites

This is a practical training. The participant is expected to have knowledge and / or experience in the
following areas:

Test Automation
Java Basic knowledge or experience with coding



During this training you need a laptop on which you can install software: IntelliJ IDEA (preferred), Java
Development Kit 11 or higher, Git, Maven.

Objectives

After this training you:

Understand what an API is and what types of APIs there are
Understand and apply exactly what you should test when you test an API
Understand and apply how you can test a RESTful API with Postman

Alternative option: REST-Assured
This training can also be given using REST-assured, which is a Java based library. Hence, this version does
not use the tool Postman, but focuses on coding the API tests with Java instead. If you are interested in this
version, feel free to contact us about the possibilities.



If a third-party copyright applies to this course, you will find the copyright on
https://academy.capgemini.nl/en/topic/trademarks/

Capgemini Academy’s general terms and conditions are applied to all products and services
mentioned within this document. For the latest version please check
https://academy.capgemini.com/. The rates of products and services mentioned in this document
are subject to change. For the most recent rates, please also visit our website.

About Capgemini Academy

Capgemini Academy’s professionals offer what people in IT need. Our professionals have a keen
eye for motivation, talent and are aware of specific contexts and circumstances. They move people
to move. Programmes and courses that originate from daily experience of our both didactical and
substantively strong trainers, light a fire within the individual IT professionals.
Real life stories of our professionals’ experience that tell how to solve problems and work with the
people around it, do the rest.

An organization, like ours, helps people and their organizations day by day to get the best out of
themselves and each other. We prepare them to defy tomorrow’s challenges. We stimulate learning
and curiosity. In order for individual IT professionals and their employers, to build better, longer and
more intensive relationships. For mutual benefit.

Capgemini Academy. We transform IT professionals
academy.capgemini.nl
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